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Xidong Mu,1,10,11,* Yexin Yang,1,10 Jinhui Sun,2,10 Yi liu,1 Meng Xu,1 Changwei Shao,3 Ka Hou Chu,4 Wei Li,1,5

Chao Liu,1 Dangen Gu,1 Miao Fang,1 Chi Zhang,6 Fei Liu,6 Hongmei Song,1,7 Xuejie Wang,1 Jiehu Chen,8

and Ka Yan Ma9,*

SUMMARY

Understanding the evolutionary history of the highly diverse ray-finned fishes has
been challenging, and the development of more universal primers for phyloge-
netic analyses may help overcoming these challenges. We developed FishPIE, a
nested PCR primer set of 82 phylogenetically informative exon markers, and
tested it on 203 species from 31 orders of Actinopterygii. We combined ortholo-
gous sequences of the FishPIE markers obtained from published genomes and
transcriptomes and constructed the phylogeny of 710 species belonging to 190
families and 60 orders. The resulting phylogenies had topologies comparable
to previous phylogenomic studies. We demonstrated that the FishPIE markers
could address phylogenetic questions across broad taxonomic levels. By incorpo-
rating the newly sequenced taxa, we were able to shed new light on the phylog-
eny of the highly diverse Cypriniformes. Thus, FishPIE holds great promise for
generating genetic data for broad taxonomic groups and accelerating our under-
standing of the fish tree of life.

INTRODUCTION

Elucidating the phylogenetic relationships among the major lineages of ray-finned fishes (class Actinopter-

ygii) is fundamental to explaining the tremendous diversity of this ancestral group of vertebrates. With over

34,000 species recorded (Fricke et al., 2021), the group dominates the Vertebrata and has evolved extraor-

dinary morphological and ecological diversity. Many approaches have been used for phylogenetic analyses

of the group. Numerous studies based on Sanger sequencing of a few to dozens of genetic markers (e.g.,

Dettaı̈ and Lecointre, 2004, 2005; Chen et al., 2007; Betancur-R et al., 2013, 2017; Near et al., 2013; Smith

et al., 2016) and recent studies based on genome-scale approaches (e.g., Alfaro et al., 2018; Hughes et al.,

2018) have provided valuable information and successfully resolved many phylogenetic questions in fishes.

However, some relationships, such as those within Cypriniformes and Ovalentaria, remain recalcitrant

despite using hundreds to thousands of markers, as different studies yielded disparate topologies (c.f. Al-

faro et al., 2018; Hughes et al., 2018). To resolve these difficult phylogenetic questions and to further

improve our understanding of actinopterygian phylogeny, it may be important to sample more exhaus-

tively instead of simply sequencing even more markers. Genomic approaches often present challenges

to taxonomically extensive investigation. Genome sequencing is expensive, and genome assembly de-

mands extensive computational resources. The transcriptome sequencing approach (e.g. Hughes et al.,

2018) is less expensive and less demanding for computational resources, but it is not suitable for

ethanol-preserved or dried samples. The sequence capture approach has fewer requirements on sample

quality and is applicable to even highly degraded DNA. However, the sequence capture efficiency is

strongly influenced by the probe to target DNA sequence divergence (Bragg et al., 2016; Paijmans

et al., 2016). Considering that the Actinopterygii is a highly diverse and ancient group, designing universal

capture probes and efficiently capturing sequences across the divergent lineages can be challenging. Mul-

tiple probe sets suitable for different lineages may be needed for studies with broad taxonomic coverage

(e.g. Hughes et al., 2021), significantly increasing the budget for probe synthesis. More importantly, many

studies do not require hundreds of markers (Rokas et al., 2003; Spinks et al., 2009). A solution to these prob-

lems is to recuperate the traditional PCR-based approach, which can be conducted in almost every molec-

ular lab. The major shortcomings of this method are that performing PCR for many loci and samples is

labor-intensive (due to often unpredictable PCR success rates), universal PCR primers are insufficient,
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and standard Sanger sequencing is costly. However, these weaknesses can be largely overcome by (1)

leveraging the many publicly available fish genomes and transcriptomes to design universal PCR primers

with high PCR success rates, (2) carefully selecting phylogenetically informative markers, and (3)

sequencing the PCR products by Sanger sequencing or by next-generation sequencing only when many

makers are necessary for resolving specific questions.

Here, we report a set of carefully selected informative nuclear protein-coding loci (NPCL), called FishPIE

(stands for Fish Phylogenetically Informative Exons), to bridge the gap between the traditional markers

sequencing and the more advanced high-throughput methods for fish phylogenetic analyses. From 131

fish genomes, we identified orthologous NPCL, which were further screened based on (1) sequence length,

(2) PCR primer specificity and PCR amplification rate across 203 species from 67 families in 31 orders of

ray-finned fishes, and (3) phylogenetic signal. Combined with orthologs identified from the genomes

and transcriptomes of other fish species, our phylogenetic analyses yielded comparable resolutions to phy-

logenomic studies using over a thousand markers. Therefore, FishPIE would be an excellent alternative

approach for phylogenetic projects for various fish clades.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Summary of FishPIE

A total of 2093 orthologs were identified from the genomes of 131 species (Table S1), of which 102 loci were

selected for primer design, and 82 of them exhibited a high PCR success rate (>75%) in 203 species

(Tables S2 and S3). Among the 203 samples tested, 124 were preserved in 95% ethanol, 72 were frozen tis-

sues, and seven were dried fin clips, whereas the average number of successfully amplified markers were

64.8, 54.3, and 69.4, respectively. We managed to obtain about 50% of the markers from specimens that

had been frozen or ethanol-preserved for over 5 years and fin clips that have been dried for six months.

This demonstrates that our method is applicable to preserved specimens and old specimens. The average

PCR product sizes ranged from 544 to 1143 bp after trimming primer sequences and ambiguous regions

(Table S3). We obtained orthologous sequences of FishPIE from RNA-seq data (268 species) and genome

sequencing data (151 species) from public databases (Table S2). The trimmed alignments of the combined

dataset totaled 58,386 bp, with GC content averaged at 47.66% (Table S4). The markers were functionally

diverse; 80 of the markers could be annotated to 74 gene families in the PANTHER database (Table S3).

Seven of the markers have been previously identified and often used for fish phylogenetic analyses, namely

ENC1 (Li et al., 2007), PLAGL2 (Li et al., 2007), PTCHD4 (Broughton et al., 2013), RAG1 (Sullivan et al., 2006),

RAG2 (Sullivan et al., 2006), RNF213 (Li et al., 2009), and VCPIP1 (Betancur-R et al., 2013). By examining the

gene trees, we did not find issues with paralogs owing to whole-genome duplication in fish.

Broad taxonomic application

The FishPIE primers could be applied to diverse taxonomic groups. PCR success rates were higher in spe-

cies from the ‘‘crown’’ cohorts Otomorpha (81.1%, N = 104) and Euteleosteomorpha (71.4%, N = 85) than

those from Elopomorpha (46.1%, N = 5), Osteoglossomorpha (47.9%, N = 7), and outgroups (47.0%)

(Figures S1 and S2). The low success rate in Elopomorpha and Osteoglossomopha may be due to severe

DNAdegradation in some of the samples, particularly those sourced fromdistant-water fishery and not well

preserved on the cruise. Nonetheless, the former two cohorts cover over 96% of fish species (Fricke et al.,

2021). All FishPIE could be retrieved from the genome or transcriptome data obtained from NCBI SRA or

TSA. We observed no marked difference in retrieval rate among cohorts (53.4% to 69.3%), except that

slightly fewer markers could be retrieved from the outgroups (45.1%) (Figure S1 and Table S2). Therefore,

FishPIE can be used in conjunction with other sequencing approaches to increase taxon coverage.

Evolutionary rates

Evolutionary rate (using genetic distance as proxy) is one of the important attributes to consider when se-

lecting markers for phylogenetic analyses. We estimate the substitution rate of each marker based on a

chronogram calibrated using 14 calibration points. Figure 1 shows the box plot of substitution rates of

the FishPIE markers, whereas detailed information is shown in Table S4. The mean substitution rates widely

ranged from 0.578 3 10�4 to 3.241 3 10�4 substitution per lineage per million years, with an average of

1.471 3 10�4. The rates are comparable to those of the seven previously identified markers, ranging

from 0.591 3 10�4 to 2.394 3 10�4. FishPIE markers can thus provide substantial information for resolving
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phylogenies at different evolutionary timescales, and researchers can select a subset of markers with suit-

able substitution rates for their questions.

Informativeness for phylogenetic reconstruction

To examine if enough information had been collected to resolve the target phylogeny, we constructedmul-

tiple phylogenetic trees by concatenating FishPIE markers one by one in ascending order of tree distances

(normalized RF index), which are calculated between the respective gene trees and the tree constructed by

concatenating all markers. The plots showed that the decrease in tree distance leveled off with 40 markers

(Figure 2). The number of markers corroborates with Capella-Gutierrez et al. in suggesting that not all re-

lationships require a genome-scale dataset to resolve (Capella-Gutierrez et al., 2014). As our dataset shows

high phylogenetic accuracy in the different taxonomic levels analyzed (see below), the convergence of tree

topology at about 40 markers implies that the 82 FishPIE markers should be more than adequate for

resolving a considerable portion of fish phylogeny.

To further demonstrate that the phylogenetic informativeness of FishPIE is comparable to that of genome-

scale analysis, we compared the ML tree constructed based on the nucleotide sequences of 82 FishPIE

markers and 1,429 NPCL (identified by Hughes et al., 2018 as well as our analyses) obtained from 479 pub-

licly available genomes and transcriptomes. The resulting trees were similar, with a normalized RF distance

of 0.296. Most of the conflicts pertained to the relationships of closely-related species, particularly those of

rapid radiation (e.g. Cichlidae, see Figure S3).

Figure 1. Boxplots of the substitution rates the 82 FishPIE markers, showing the minimum, Q1, Q2, Q3 and maximum, from left to right. See also

Figures S1 and S2 and Tables S1–S4
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Overall phylogenetic performance

The concatenated gene trees and species trees were generally well supported (Figures S4–S8). The mean

ultrafast bootstrap (BP) supports of the nucleotide and peptide maximum likelihood (ML) trees were

96.26% and 97.00%, respectively. The mean posterior probability (PP) of both Bayesian inference (BI) trees

was 0.96, and the mean PP of the ASTRAL tree was 0.87. The tree topologies were highly similar, except for

the ASTRAL tree, with some conflicting nodes (to be discussed below). The tree distances between the

ASTRAL tree and the others ranged from 0.221 to 0.229, whereas the tree distances ranged from 0.047

to 0.105, among others (Table S5). Here, we presented an order-level backbone tree based on ML analysis

of peptide data (Figure 3), as it had the shortest tree distances from others at this level (data not shown),

whereas the other trees were shown in Figures S9–S13.

Our tree topologies were largely coherent with those of genomic-scale studies at the order level (Alfaro

et al., 2018; Hughes et al., 2018), except at a few recalcitrant nodes. One of those concerns the relationships

within Otophysa. Our peptide BI and ML trees depicted a sister relationship between Gymnotiformes and

Siluriformes, the same as the peptide ML tree based on 1,105 exon markers (Hughes et al., 2018), but our

nucleotide BI, ML, and ASTRAL trees showed that Characiformes and Siluriformes were sisters, more

consistent with Betancur-R et al. based on one mitochondrial and 20 nuclear loci (Betancur -R et al.,

2013). Our phylogenies consistently showed that Galaxiiformes was sister to Neoteleostei, which was

not recovered in two previous large-scale studies (Betancur -R et al., 2017; Hughes et al., 2018) though

the gene genealogy interrogation analysis of the former study did recover such alternative topology.

The relationships among the basal orders of Acanthomorpha were congruent and well supported in all

our phylogenetic trees except the coalescence tree but were slightly different from previous large-scale

studies (Betancur-R et al., 2017; Hughes et al., 2018) regarding the sister group of Acanthopterygii and

of Percomorpha. Besides, all our phylogenies showed that Gobaria was more distantly related within per-

comorphs than Syngnatharia + Pelagaria, which is consistent with the phylogeny of Alfaro et al., whereas it

was the opposite in Hughes et al. and Betancur-R et al. (Betancur-R et al., 2017; Alfaro et al., 2018; Hughes

et al., 2018). Discordance was also observed in the relationship of the ovalentarian orders, where each tree

depicted a unique pattern, though with weak statistical supports. These relationships were also poorly

resolved in previous phylogenomic studies using over 1100 markers (Alfaro et al., 2018; Hughes et al.,

2018). These discrepancies among studies and poorly resolved relationships may be due to differential

and/or inadequate taxon coverage. Thus, future research may require more extensive taxon sampling

instead of merely adding markers in addressing these phylogenetic uncertainties.

To further quantify the phylogenetic performance of FishPIE, we calculated for each gene tree the phylo-

genetic accuracy index defined as the average of ML BP supports for the widely accepted monophyly of 16

genera, families, and orders (see Table S6). If the monophyly of the clade was not recovered in the gene

tree, the BP support would be considered a negative value. All these clades were well supported in the

concatenated gene tree and ASTRAL species tree except for Euteleosteomorpha (Figures S4–S8). The

Figure 2. Plot of tree distances (normalized RF index) of ML trees constructed by concatenating FishPIE markers

one by one against a reference tree, showing a plateau at 40 markers. See also Figure S3
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phylogenetic performance of FishPIE was satisfactory at all three levels. The average accuracy index was

highest at the genus level (74.71), followed by the family level (69.51), whereas the order level had the

lowest score (55.68) (Table S6). Among the markers, ash1l, prdm11, and LOC100333177 showed full sup-

port for all the clades available for analysis. Another 19 markers, including the commonly used RAG2

marker, had an overall average accuracy index of over 90. Therefore, these markers can be useful for

broad-spectrum phylogenetic analyses. Some markers may be suitable for elucidating certain taxonomic

levels only. For instance, stox2a0s accuracy index was 100 at the order level but was less than 70 in the other

two levels. Similarly, trip11, pwwp2b, and socs6 might be more suitable for phylogenetic analyses at or

above the family level, whereas ppl, mycbp2, and elfn1 might be more informative for examining relation-

ships at the family level or below.

Implications for phylogeny of cypriniformes

To examine FishPIE’s resolution power more closely at the family to genus levels, we strategically increased

the sampling density of Cypriniformes, particularly for the suborders Cobitoidei and Cyprinitoidei. As the

phylogenetic relationships in these taxa have been contentious (Tang et al., 2006; �Slechtová et al., 2007;

Mayden et al., 2009; Tao et al., 2013, 2019; Stout et al., 2016), our analyses provide new implications for

such discussions. The Cypriniformes section of each tree is shown in Figures S14–S18, with suborder, sub-

family, and tribe classification annotated. The taxonomic classification herein follows Tan and Armbruster

(2018).

In Cobitoidei (loach fishes), all nodes received full support in the nucleotide BI tree, whereas only 1–4 out of

20 nodes did not receive full support in the other trees. This suggests that FishPIE is phylogenetically infor-

mative at various taxonomic levels in this ancient lineage (Rabosky et al., 2018). In agreement with previous

studies (e.g., Tang et al., 2006; �Slechtová et al., 2007; Stout et al., 2016), our phylogenetic trees consistently

showed that Catostomidae and Gyrinochelidae occupied the basal positions in this suborder, followed by

Botiidae. We also found that several cobitids nested within Nemacheilidae with strong supports in all trees,

and the two families together were sister to Gastromyzontidae. Tang et al. also revealed a sister relation-

ship between Nemacheilidae and Cobitidae based onmitochondrial DNA analyses, though with weak sup-

port (Tang et al., 2006). In contrast, the relationships depicted by 219 anchor hybrid enrichment markers

suggested that Gastromyzontidae and Nemacheilidae were more closely related, followed by Cobitidae

(Stout et al., 2016). Nonetheless, the taxon sampling of this study was not as comprehensive as the current

study. Morphologically, Nemacheilidae shares some osteological similarities with Balitoridae (Sawada,

1982), but many of the characters used were later considered to be homoplasies (Nalbant and Bianco,

1998). Hence, the relationships among these ‘‘advanced’’ cobtitoid families require further elucidation.

In Cyprinoidei (carp-like fishes), 96.97% to 100% of the nodes received strong supports (>90% BP or >0.9

PP) in the BI and ML trees, though only 63.63% of the nodes were strongly supported in the ASTRAL tree.

Most of the nodes with moderate supports pertained to relationships among species or closely related

genera in Xenocyprididae. Thus, the phylogenetic resolution of FishPIE is also high in this diverse suborder,

but the resolution for recent and rapid radiation may be less optimal. Here, all families were found to be

monophyletic with strong supports in all trees. The relationships among cyprinoid families were generally

consistent with results from previous studies except in a few nodes. In all our trees, Paedocyprinidae was

the most distantly related, followed by Danionidae, whereas Cyprinidae was sister to a clade formed by the

remaining families. In a UCE study that included these families, the positions of Danionidae and Cyprinidae

were swapped, also with strong statistical support (Stout et al., 2016). Our phylogenetic trees showed a sis-

ter relationship between Acheilognathidae + Tincidae and Gobionidae with moderate (85%–96% BP in ML

trees) to full supports (in BI trees), and together they were sister to Leuciscidae, though the relationships

were poorly resolved in the ASTRAL tree. Such relationships (without Tinicidae) were also depicted in Stout

et al. (2016), but placements of these families varied across studies (Mayden et al., 2009; Tang et al., 2013;

Tao et al., 2013, 2019). For instance, Tao et al. (2013), using four nuclear gene segments, suggested that

Gobionidae was more closely related to Leuciscidae. Although we deem results from phylogenomic ana-

lyses to be more vigorous, more detailed investigations, particularly regarding the placement of the enig-

matic Tincidae, are necessary to clarify these relationships.

Figure 3. Order-level backbone tree of ray-fin fish based on ML analysis of peptide sequences

Numbers in brackets following order names indicate the number of families and number of species analyzed. See also

Figures S4–S18 and Tables S5 and S6.
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At the subfamily level, there is strong support for the genus Anabarilius, previously classified as Xenocypri-

didae incertae sedis (Tan and Armbruster, 2018), to be nested within Xenocypridinae in all analyses,

suggesting it is a member of this subfamily. Our phylogenetic analyses also indicated the paraphyly of

Schizothoracinae with strong supports, with Schizopygopsinae nested inside all trees. A reticulate relation-

ship between these two subfamilies was also revealed in some gene trees (Wen et al., 2020), which may be

attributable to the polyploidization in and the introgression between these families. All other cyprinid sub-

families were strongly supported to be monophyletic in our phylogenetic trees.

At the generic level, Schizopygopsis andGymnocypris of Schizopygopsinae, Schizothorax and Schizopyge

of Schizothoracinae, Cirrhinus of Labeoninae, and Culter of Xenocypridinae were not monophyletic with

strong supports in all trees. Although the reasons for the non-monophyly of the schizopygopsinid and

schizothoracinid genera might be attributable to polyploidization and introgression as proposed by

Wen et al. The sampling of the latter two genera was limited in the current study, and further investigation

is required to rectify their classification (Wen et al., 2020).

Taken together, given adequate taxon sampling, FishPIE exhibits satisfactory resolution at the family and

genus levels, which are the levels that remain largely unexplored in many fish lineages. The FishPIE markers

can thus contribute to building the fish tree of life in the future.

Application notes

The selection of makers is perhaps the most critical decision for any molecular phylogenetic investigation.

The FishPIE markers present advantages in several aspects. Although the total number of characters of

FishPIE is less than those of phylogenomic studies that generally analyzed over 10,000 sites, FishPIE

demonstrated comparable phylogenetic resolution at different taxonomic levels and yielded tree topology

highly similar to that based on thousands of markers. FishPIE demonstrated a high retrieval rate from

previous NGS datasets, making it easy to capitalize on existing data. With PCR as a routine protocol in mo-

lecular laboratories, the FishPIE markers offer a smooth transition from traditional protocol to the high-

throughput approach. Besides, the initial investment for conducting a phylogenetic analysis using

FishPIE would primarily be the cost of primers, which was less than USD1000 for applying all markers on

>200 samples. It would be at least three times higher for other phylogenomic toolkits for fish, such as

UCEs, AHE, and exon capture. Besides, for users who opt for NGS, our protocol for pooling PCR products

for library construction and pooling libraries for sequencing can markedly lower the sequencing cost (see

Star Methods), and we found that a reliable assembly of all 82 FishPIE markers would require only 100MB

Illumina raw reads per specimen. Hence, FishPIE has a good cost-performance ratio. This study proposed

new phylogenetic hypotheses for several fish lineages and questioned the monophyly of some taxonomic

groups. More exhaustive taxon sampling is needed to address these recalcitrant fish phylogenetic ques-

tions. We hope that by contributing this novel marker set, our understanding of fish phylogeny can prog-

ress speedily.

Limitations of the study

In this work, we tested FishPIE marker mostly using Illumina sequencing, and the performance of our primer

set in Sanger sequencing has not been comprehensively tested in all specimens. The effects of different

parameters of phylogenetic inference were not explored in this study. The divergence times and evolu-

tionary rates are estimates, and new fossil records may change our calibration points and thus these esti-

mates, but we do not anticipate significant change in the relative rates of our markers.

STAR+METHOD

Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following:

d KEY RESOURCES TABLE

d RESOURCE AVAILABILITY
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B Materials availability

B Data and code availability

d METHOD DETAILS

B Ortholog identification
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B Primer testing

B Testing NPCL markers for phylogenetic utility

B Substitution rates of FishPIE
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B Annotation of FishPIE markers
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Data and code availability

The sequencing data have been deposited in the GenBank: PRJNA789926.

Sequence alignments are available in FigShare repository (https://figshare.com/s/f2b2cd2557aebc4e5f40).

All original code has been deposited at Github and FigShare repository, and is publicly available as of the

date of publication. DOIs are listed in the key resources table.

Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead

contact upon request.

METHOD DETAILS

Ortholog identification

The genomes of 131 fish species (Table S1) were first fragmented into sequences of 10 kb by iterating over a

5 kb sliding window. The sequences from each species were then aligned against the zebrafish genome

(GCF_000002035.6) using BLASTN (Altschul et al., 1990) with a maximum e-value of 1e�10 and a minimum

alignment length of 1000 bp. One-to-one orthologs were detected by reciprocal best hit using BLASTN

with a maximum e-value of 1e�10. We then retained orthologs that (1) were within an annotated protein-

coding region in the zebrafish genome, (2) with exon length >1000 bp, and (3) can find a match in 80%

of the fish species tested. 2093 genes satisfied these criteria.

Primer design

The sequences of each orthologs were aligned by MAFFT ver 7.455 (Katoh and Standley, 2013) with a

maximum number of iterative refinement of 1000 and under the localpair mode. Conserved regions with

the least the number of gaps and most conserved sites calculated within 50 bp windows with sliding steps

of 25 bp were identified using a customized script. Using the nested PCR strategy that exhibited high ef-

ficiency of obtaining target PCR amplicons (Shen et al., 2013), we deigned two pairs of primers from these

orthologs alignments manually, facilitated by primer3 ver 2.4.0 (Koressaar and Remm, 2007) within the

conserved regions. We selected 20–40 bp long primers whose 30 ends of the primers were conserved

and do not contain ambiguous sites, and that produce products that are >800bp with 40%–70% GC con-

tent. The primers were then mapped onto the 131 fish genomes to assess specificity using BLASTN with a

maximum e-value of 10 and default parameters. Primers that matched with non-target region(s) with >95%

similarity, and those that did not align with the target region with >90% for more than 80% of the primer

length, and those that exhibited mismatch in the final three bases in the 30end were considered unspecific.

We ranked the nested PCR primer sets of each ortholog according to the number of species to which they

were specific, and then selected 102 loci of the top-ranking primer sets as the FishPIE testing primer set.

Primer testing

We tested the primers on 203 fish species from 31 orders (Table S2) for each of the 102 loci. Fresh, frozen,

ethanol-preserved, and, formalin-preserved samples, and dried fin clips (Table S2) were obtained from the

National Freshwater Genetic Resource Center, which is a national depository of biological samples and life

specimens of aquatic organisms. The genomic DNA was extracted using Universal Genomic DNA Kit

(Cowin Biosciences, China). PCRs were conducted using protocol detailed in Method S1, with the anneal-

ing temperature listed in Table S3. PCR success was assessed by gel electrophoresis on 1% agarose gel.

Equi-quantity PCR products of the same species were then pooled, fragmented and treated with Taq DNA

polymerase for end repairing, 50 phosphorylation and dA-tailing, followed by T-A ligation adding adaptors

to both ends (see Method S2 for details). The products were sequenced in Illumina Hiseq 4000 platform,

using pair-end 150-bp sequencing method. The resulting reads were assembled using SOAPdenovo ver

2.04 (Luo et al., 2012) with default settings and multiple k-mers. We tested k-mer size every 4 bp from 33

to 127bp. We then matched the resulting sequences against the reference genome of the most closely

related species (Table S1) using BLASTN with maximum e-value of 1e�10. For each of the marker, we

selected the assembled contig that was the (1) longest and (2) the most similar to the reference sequences.

Testing NPCL markers for phylogenetic utility

To examine the phylogenetic utility of the selected loci in resolving phylogenetic relationships at different

taxonomic levels, we increased the taxonomic coverage of the dataset by obtaining orthologous
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sequences of these loci from genomic and transcriptomic data from NCBI SRA (Table S2). Genomic

sequencing reads were assembled using SOAPdenovo2 with default settings and multiple k-mers (we

tested k-mer size every 4 bp from 33 to 127bp), while transcriptomes were assembled using Trinity ver

2.8.5 (Grabherr et al., 2011) using default parameters. The resulting sequences were mapped against

the reference genome of the most closely related species (see Table S2) using BLASTN with maximum

e-value of 1e�10. The reciprocal best hit of the selected loci were deemed valid sequences. We filtered po-

tential paralogous sequences by manually examining each gene tree. The gene trees were constructed by

aligning the sequences of each selected locus using MAFFT, followed by phylogenetic analysis using

IQtree2 ver 2.0.5 (Minh et al., 2020) with edge-linked proportional partition model, 1000 ultrafast bootstrap

replicates, and 1000 replicates for SH approximate likelihood ratio test.

We examined the phylogenetic resolution of all orthologous markers in concert. The selected orthologous

sequences were aligned again using MAFFT with a maximum number of iterative refinement of 1000 and

under the localpair mode, and alignments were trimmed using trimAL ver 1.4.rev15 (Capella-Gutiérrez

et al., 2009) using the ‘‘gappyout’’ setting. Alignments were then translated to peptide sequences. For

both nucleotide and peptide datasets, the best substitution model for each marker was selected using

IQtree2, and was then used for species tree reconstruction using the same software with gene-partition

(same set of branch lengths but different evolutionary rates) and 1000 ultrafast bootstrapping.We conduct-

ed Bayesian inference using ExaBayes ver 1.5.1 (Aberer et al., 2014) using four chains and ASDSF <5.00%,

ran for at least 10000 generations. Coalescent species tree was constructed using nucleotide gene trees

inferred using IQtree2 as inputs in ASTRAL-III ver. 5.6.3. (Zhang et al., 2018) with 1000 bootstrap replicates.

Substitution rates of FishPIE

To examine substitution rates, time calibrated chronogram was constructed based on codons which

included fourfold degenerate sites (4DTv) SNPs, in a Bayesian framework using MCMCTree of the PAML

package (Yang, 2007) using 14 calibration points obtained from the TimeTree web resource (www.

timetree.org, see Table S7 for calibration points) (Kumar et al., 2017). The nucleotide ML tree was used

as the input tree. HKY85 + G model was used as the substitution model, global clock was selected as

the clock model. The Markov chains were run for 102,000 generations, sampled every 10 generations,

with first 2,000 generations discarded as burnin. Convergence plot of twoMCMC chains were used to check

for convergence of MCMC runs.

Raw pairwise distance between each taxon was calculated by the dist.dna function of the R package ape for

each marker, and substitution rates were calculated as substitution per site per million years.

Phylogenetic informativeness of FishPIE marker set

To test if the number of markers in the FishPIE set were adequate for yielding credible phylogeny, we exam-

ined the convergence of tree topologies as the number of markers increased. As this analysis was time-

consuming, we scaled down the dataset by selecting only individuals with >50% of the markers sequenced

and at most two representatives from a genus. We accessed the concordance of phylogenetic signal

among the FishPIE markers by calculating tree distance (normalized RF index) between each nucleotide

gene tree and a reference species tree using the RF.dist function of the R package phangorn (Schliep,

2010). The gene trees were computed using IQtree2 with default settings, while the reference species

tree was reconstructed using the same approach using a concatenated dataset. We then constructed

multiple phylogenetic trees by concatenating FishPIE markers one by one in an ascending order of tree

distances based on the respective gene trees. Tree distances between individual reconstruction and the

reference species tree were calculated as aforementioned.

To further test the phylogenetic informativeness of FishPIE, we compared the phylogeny of 479 fish species

constructed using FishPIE markers and using genome-scale analyses. We first selected from each of the 29

orders a genome with the most comprehensive annotation (see Table S8). We then used OrthoFinder ver.

2.5.4 (Emms and Kelly, 2019) to identify 324 single-copy orthologs of protein sequences using default pa-

rameters. These orthologs were combined with the 1105 exon markers obtained from Hughes et al. to form

a seed marker set (Hughes et al., 2018). We assembled the genomes and transcriptomes of 479 species us-

ing SOAPdenovo2 and Trinity, respectively. Default parameters were used for these assemblies. We then

identified orthologs of the seed marker set from these assemblies by reciprocal best hit analysis using

BLASTN with a maximum e-value of 1e�10. Orthologs were aligned using MAFFT with a maximum number
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of iterative refinement of 1000 and under the localpair mode. The alignments were then concatenated, and

we used IQtree2 to select the best substitution model of each marker based on BIC, and then construct the

maximum likelihood phylogeny with 1000 ultrafast bootstrap and 1000 replicates for SH test.

Using the samemethod, we constructed themaximum likelihood phylogeny of the same 479 species based

on FishPIE marker sequences.

Annotation of FishPIE markers

Representative sequences of each ortholog were searched against Uniport and nr database using BLASTP

with an E-value cutoff of 1e�10. Genes were tentatively identified according to the best hits against known

sequences. KEGG, Gene Ontology, PANTHER and KOG databases were used to infer gene functions.
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